
Entertainment

Enjoy Poznań! Explore its attractions and entertainment!

The list of partners  of a new City Card edition:

 

 

DELI Park in Trzebaw - 10% discount

DELI Park is an educational-leisure facility. There is a miniature park with the world's most famous
buildings in miniature, gigantic insect and prehistoric dinosaur models and a petting zoo. The first
open-air ECO-Village has also been opened here - it is a series of 10 suspension bridges attached to
11 trees, with terraces and cabins. Visitors have the opportunity to safely wander between the tree
tops, learn about the particular parts of the forest from the sheathing to the treetops and experience
a virtual trip to the inside of the tree, as well as admire the landscape of the Wielkopolski National
Park. In the Park area there are also playgrounds for the little ones as well as a water zone and
inflatables are available during the summer.

 

Trzebaw, ul. Poznańska 1

more information HERE

 

Enea Stadium- guided tours - 5% discount for shopping in Stacja Kolejorz shop, 20% discount
for the guided tour (Museum+Stadion your)

The Enea Stadium is where the Lech Poznań football team trains and matches its guests. If you have
ever been to a match here, you could certainly feel the atmosphere of the place, but you have only
seen it from a single perspective – as a fan. Anyone wishing to see what the stadium looks like inside
can satisfy their curiosity by getting on a tour of the site. The stadium, built for EURO 2012, has
undergone some changes since its construction. The structure’s characteristic form and its
extraordinary interiors, which saw many concerts and events, will surely prove interesting for many
– not only football fans. During the tour, you will see, among others: the main hall – Mixed Zone, the
conference room, the guests dressing room, the field level with player benches, and the press stand.

http://www.poznan.travel/media/images/main/211fot._INEA_Stadion.jpg
http://www.delipark.pl
http://www.delipark.pl
http://www.stadionpoznan.pl/ zwiedzanie-stadionu
http://www.stadionpoznan.pl/ zwiedzanie-stadionu


 

ul. Bułgarska

more information HERE

 

 

Kaiserpanorama - free entrance

The Poznań Kaiserpanorama (Fotoplastykon Poznański) is a unique installation enabling the viewing
of photographs in 3D without the use of modern technology. These devices were a hit when they
were introduced in the 19th century, and they are thought to have laid the groundwork for modern
cinematography. The Kaiserpanorama in Poznań is over 100 years old and is one of the few still
operating devices like this in Poland. Exhibitions are different every quarter, each transporting the
viewers to past eras. The presented collections include 48 photographs, and the show is approx. 15
minutes long. The Poznań Kaiserpanorama is located by the Cultural Information Centre Poznań.

 

ul. Ratajczaka 44

more information HERE

 

 

Stronghold in Pobiedziska - 10% discount

The Stronghold in Pobiedziska is a wooden reconstruction of a fortress from the beginnings of the
Polish State, located on the historic Piastowski Trail midway between Poznań and Gniezno. This is
the perfect place to learn about the architecture, military discipline and other aspects of the
everyday life under the rule of Mieszko the First and Bolesław Chrobry in a practical way. On the
grounds, there is an exhibition of full-scale Medieval war engines, an armory, a shooting gallery with
war engines. In addition, the visitors can take part in various games and medieval playschemes.

 

Pobiedziska Letnisko, ul. Fabryczna 1

more information HERE

 

http://www.stadionpoznan.pl/ zwiedzanie-stadionu
http://www.fotoplastykon.poznan.pl
http://www.fotoplastykon.poznan.pl
http://www.grodpobiedziska.pl
http://www.grodpobiedziska.pl


 

HistoryLand- 10% discount

In HistoryLand you will be taken on an unprecedented journey through the corridors of time, opening doors to
the past in a way you have never experienced before! This is not just an exhibition, it is a real immersion into the
heart of the events that shaped the history of Poland and all of Europe. Our collection of dioramas depicting
impressive monuments and epic battles, built from over one and a half million LEGO bricks, will transport you
into a visual spectacle of the past. Every element of our dioramas is carefully crafted, capturing the authenticity
and detail of historical places and events. We will enrich your experience with multimedia shows that will
transport you straight back to bygone eras. 

 

Bukowska/Roosevelta Hala 3A

more information HERE

 

 

Model Railway in Borówiec  - 10% discount

Every railway enthusiast's heart will beat faster when they see this exceptionally beautiful electric
railway model. Visit this unique model railway and be amazed! When you visit us, you will enter a
fascinating miniature world, built over 450 square metres. The model is made on H0 scale, or 1:87,
and is still being extended. It features a European railway moving through the landscapes of modern
Europe. You will see in constant motion 12 train that pass each other and stay running according to
an ever-changing timetable. Ultimately, more than 40 full trains will run on the layout. In addition to
trains, cars and aeroplanes move around the layout. An additional area of approximately 150 square
metres is being used to create a model featuring the Polish landscape.

 

Borówiec ul. Uroczysko 1 

more information  HERE

 

 

Museum Of Chocolate - 5% discount on workshops, 10% discount on shopping, 10% discount on
entry ticket for group supervisor

https://poznan.travel/pl/poi/show/id/1673
https://historyland.pl/en/
http://borowiecmakieta.pl/o-makiecie/
http://www.muzeumczekolady.edu.pl


In Poznań’s Museum of Chocolate, you will find out about the history of cocoa and chocolate, about
cocoa farming and its journey to Europe, and you will be able to see various pieces of packaging and
other items related to the history of chocolate. During the tour of the museum, you will get the
opportunity to try different types of chocolate and see how Belgian chocolates are made. The tour is
approx. 30 minutes long. Additionally, you can stay and participate in a workshop to make your own
bar of chocolate.

 

ul. Wrocławska 12

more information HERE

 

 

Invisible Street - 10% discount

The Invisible Street is an unusual sensory centre with an interactive exhibition completely in
darkness, where guests are accompanied by blind or partially sighted guides. Darkness such as that
achieved at the Invisible Street cannot be experienced in everyday conditions. Even at night, one is
followed by moonlight, the light emitted by streetlights or one’s mobile phone. We guarantee that
what you will experience in our gallery will be absolutely unforgettable. A walk through the Invisible
Street evokes strong emotions which stay with our visitors for a long time.

 

ul. Matejki 53

more information HERE

 

 

 

New Zoo - discounted ticket

The New Zoo spreads over 120 ha of beautiful, nature-filled area with several ponds. Visitors can
watch the inhabitants of the Zoo in their enormous enclosures, living in conditions similar to natural.
The elephant house is the largest facility of this kind in Poland and one of the largest in Europe.
Recently, a new giraffe and black rhino house has been opened, as well as a modern education
centre. The Poznań Zoo has also established wildlife sanctuaries. They are inhabited by brown bears,
lions, tigers and wolves. The New Zoo offers free “train” sightseeing rides. The Zoo is accessible by
the “Maltanka” park railway.

http://www.muzeumczekolady.edu.pl
http://www.niewidzialnaulica.pl
http://www.niewidzialnaulica.pl
http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/881


 

ul. Krańcowa 81

more information HERE

 

 

 

Poznań Palm House - discounted ticket

Poznań Palm House is located in the Wilson Park. Its first building was erected in 1911; in 1929, for
the National Exhibition, another building was added (the second Palmhouse), according to the
project by S. Cybichowski. During the war, the Palmhouse was seriously damaged, which is why it
had to be completely rebuilt between 1982 and 1992. The Palm House has amassed huge collections
of plants, thus becoming one of the biggest institutions of this kind in Europe. It has 17 thousand
plants of 700 species and subspecies from the Mediterranean, subtropical, tropical, savannah and
desert climates. There is also an extensive collection of exotic fish here.

 

ul. Matejki 18

more information HERE

 

 

Souvenirs from Poznań - Cultural Information Centre - 10% discount on souvenirs and
publications

The Cultural Information Centre is here to help anyone interested in the cultural life of Poznań. 
Here, you will find information on concerts, plays, exhibitions and meetings as well as buy tickets to
Poznań’s most interesting cultural events. The Centre sells publications devoted to Poznań such as
guides, albums or children’s books. You can also get Poznań-themed souvenirs here. What you will
find here are both official memorabilia and extraordinary gifts designed by Polish artists. The
Cultural Information Centre houses the Poznań Kaiserpanorama (Fotoplastykon Poznański).

 

ul. Ratajczaka 44

more information HERE

http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/881
http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/862
http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/862
http://www.cik.poznan.pl
http://www.cik.poznan.pl


 

 

Souvenirs from Poznań - PLOT Tourist Information - 10% discount on souvenirs and
publications

PLOT Tourist Information Office offers a rich assortment of affordable souvenirs for every occasion.
There is a wide choice of magnets and postcards – particularly popular with tourists. You can also
find Poznań- and region-themed socks, children’s games and puzzles, mugs, T-shirts and other
gadgets of all kinds. The Tourist Information Point additionally offers a broad array of books, albums,
guides and maps. Anyone who visits the PLOT Tourist Information Office can also count on receiving
reliable and accurate information on Poznań and the surrounding areas as well as touring inspiration!

 

Stary Rynek 59/60

more information HERE

 

 

Poznań Croissant Museum and Experience - keepsake gadget

 

In Poznań Croissant Museum you can discover the secrets of Poznań’s greatest culinary treasure -
the St. Martin’s croissant. Visitors can look forward to a live telling of the St. Martin’s croissant
history: where the croissant’s shape originated, what the ins and outs of its noble recipe are, and
also to a lesson in baking the croissants together with a lesson of the Poznanian dialect. The museum
is located in a historic townhouse in the Old Market Square, opposite the Town Hall, the Klasztorna
side-entrance. Inside of the townhouse there is an original, 500-year-old Renaissance-gothic ceiling.
From the windows of the museum, Poznań’s famous billy goats are very well visible, which is an
added attraction of the forenoon show.

 

Stary Rynek 41/2

more information HERE

 

http://www.poznan.travel
http://www.poznan.travel
http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/1119
http://poznan.travel/en/poi/show/id/1119


 

Miniature Park along the Piast Route in Pobiedziska - ticket for the price of a school group
ticket

The Miniature Park along the Piast Route is one of the oldest of its kind in Poland. There are over 30
historically accurate miniatures of historical sites of the Piast Route as well as some interesting
fragments of the Wielkopolska cities’ urban development. They are faithful reproductions of the
originals, with all the details intact. The objects currently in the miniature park are (among others)
the Rogalin Palace, the Raczyński Library, the Gniezno Cathedral and Poznań’s Old Market Square.
Each of them is at a scale of 1:20. In 2017, sculptures depicting characters from the Slavic
mythology have also been added.

 

Pobiedziska Letnisko, ul. Fabryczna 68

more information HERE

 

 

GearUP! Flight Symulator - 20% discount for Flight 30,60 or 90 minutes

This flight simulator has Poland’s only full-sized and functioning B737NG passenger aircraft
simulator. Anyone can feel like a captain even with no prior aviation experience. This incredibly
detailed replica of the actual cockpit with all the controls, switches, displays and levers working
exactly like in real life, will allow anyone and everyone to feel like a real pilot. Europe’s only
360-degree HD Vision System with a 5-meter diameter, surrounding the entire cockpit will make you
forget all of this is in fact not real. Depending on the selected option, the flight duration is 15, 30, 60
or 90 minutes.

 

ul. Kwiatowa 2

more information HERE

 

 

Stanisław Moniuszko Opera House in Poznań - 20% discount on tickets, except for premieres

http://www.miniatury.pobiedziska.pl
http://www.miniatury.pobiedziska.pl
http://www.gearup.aero
http://www.gearup.aero
http://www.opera.poznan.pl


and special events

The Stanisław Moniuszko Opera House in Poznań, with over a century-old history, has considerably
expanded its repertoire and has become a household name as an institution that boldly reaches for
modern scene adaptations and acts as a patron for young creators. The Opera House in Poznań is a
part of the OperaVision project, the objective of which is sharing plays on a streaming platform.
Each year, the Opera receives many awards. The dynamic development of the Opera House results
from various actions motivated by the mission undertaken by the Poznań theatre community: to
reach spectators from various social groups and to familiarise spectators with the characteristics of
theatre.

 

ul. Fredry 8

more information HERE

 

http://www.opera.poznan.pl

